
DIY CAMERA STRAP COVER

CABLE
RIB

DK
WEIGHT

3¾MM

YOU WILL NEED
■  Araucania, Puelo (100% llama 

100g/220m), 1 hank of PT1965
■  A set of 3¾mm DPNs
■ Cable needle
For yarn stockists contact 
Designer Yarns 01535 664222 
www.designeryarns.uk.com

TENSION
Yarn used knits as DK to this 
tension: 22 sts and 30 rows to 
measure 10x10cm (4x4in) over 
st st using 3¾mm needles

MEASUREMENTS
To fit camera strap approximately 
75cm long by 7cm wide when 
slightly stretched

ABBREVIATIONS
C6B Slip next 3 sts onto cn and 
hold at back of work, K3, then 
K3 from cn
For a full list see 
www.gathered.how

When knitting in the round, 
the first couple of rows are 
always fiddly, but it quickly 

gets easier! If you find you have 
ladders where the DPNs meet, 
try knitting the first stitch on 
each needle a little tighter. 

Tip

CAMERA STRAP
Cast on 34 sts using 3¾mm needles, 
distribute the sts evenly over three 
needles and join to work in the round, 
taking care not to twist the sts.  
Set up round (Sl1, K3, P2, K6, P2, K3) 
twice.
Round 1 (Sl1, K3, P2, C6B, P2, K3) 
twice.

Round 2 (K4, P2, K6, P2, K3) twice.
Round 3 (Sl1, K3, P2, K6, P2, K3) twice.
Round 4 (K4, P2, K6, P2, K3) twice.
Round 5 As round 3.
Round 6 (K4, P2, K6, P2, K3) twice.
These 6 rounds form the cable pattern. 
Rep pattern until strap measures 72cm 
or desired length, ending with round 2 
of pattern.
Cast off in pattern and weave in all 
ends.  

S poil your dad, granddad or any 
lucky chap you know this Father’s 
Day. The basic strap that comes 

with a camera can be itchy, scratchy or 
just plain uncomfortable – but there’s a 
quick fix. This clever cosy slips over the 
strap to add a little padding, as well as a 
splash of colour, and the cable pattern is 
perfect for showing off the shades in 
variegated yarns. It would make a great 
gift for the budding photographer in 
your life – or spoil yourself instead! 

KK

Add a personalised touch to his camera with 
Sarah Dennis’s funky, practical design.

HAPPY SNAPS

Quick

Easy&


